Auditory laterality in depression: relation to circadian patterns and EEG sleep.
Unmedicated endogenous (ED) and nonendogenous depressed (ND) patients were tested in the morning and evening on a dichotic click detection task and a dichotic consonant-vowel (CV) discrimination task. The ED and ND groups showed a morning to evening shift in lateral asymmetry for detecting dichotic clicks, which was opposite in direction to that previously seen for normal subjects. In contrast, there was no morning to evening shift in asymmetry for dichotic CV discrimination. Lateral asymmetry for dichotic click detection was significantly correlated with EEG sleep characteristics (sleep latency, REM period latency, REM time) and ratings of diurnal variation on the Hamilton Depression Scale. A reversal of the normal lateral asymmetry in the morning was associated with lengthened sleep latencies and with clinical ratings of diurnal variation.